INTERNATIONAL SPEAKER,
BEST-SELLING AUTHOR,
6-FIGURE BUSINESS COACH

Jen Coffel is CEO of Engaging Speakers, a successful
business coach, a best-selling author with four books, and
a philanthropist.
She has been featured on Inc.com, ABC News, and the
Chicago Tribune. Jen has been mentored by speaking
icons like Jack Canfield, Nick Vujicic, and Sandra Yancey,
and has spoken on stage to over 10,000 people.
With two decades of business experience, Jen built
her first 4 businesses to 6 figures each, all in under a
year and all in different industries. She has now helped
over a thousand entrepreneurs build their businesses with
many reaching 6-figure and 7-figure revenue. Jen has an
innovative and down to earth speaking style audiences

love. Her speaking topics include: “The Six-Figure
Solution: Three powerful keys to turning your (online
or offline) business into a profit-generating machine”
and “Accelerate Your Virtual Sales: Three keys to
generating endless leads and clients with virtual
speaking.”
In her previous career, she developed the largest team in
Illinois for a billion-dollar direct sales company, personally
generating over $25 million in sales and raising over
$1 million in donations for non-profits. But she is most
proud of founding her own international non-profit
“Handing Hope” which brings comfort and smiles
to children battling cancer in twelve states and three
countries around the world.
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I feel so blessed to have met Jen.
My sales have TRIPLED in 4 weeks.
I am amazed by what one month of
working with Jen has done for me.
The numbers I am seeing are nothing
short of amazing – I am shocked.
– Erin, Insurance Sales

Last January when I hired Jen, I was
making $3K a month in my business, by
the end of the year I was making $400K!
Jen’s $100K Business Blueprint and
coaching has completely transformed
my business.
– Dr. Lela, Functional Medicine Practice

Signature Talks
The Six-Figure Solution: Three powerful keys to turning your (online
or offline) business into a profit-generating machine
Do you want to build a 6-figure business in less than twelve months or add
6 figures to our business, but you do not know what is missing to generate
that growth? Jen Coffel has built four different businesses to 6 figures each in
different industries and each in less than twelve months. Learn her powerful
secrets to transform any offfline or online business into $100K profit center.
Accelerate Your Virtual Sales: Three keys to generating endless leads
and clients with virtual speaking
Learn how to use virtual speaking as a powerful marketing strategy to generate
an endless supply of leads, attract your ideal clients, and close more sales...
guaranteed!

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
• What would you say is THE ONE BIG THING entrepreneurs ignore that has a huge impact on their success?
• How did you discover your passion for coaching?
• How did you build four business to 6 figures in less than twelve months?
• What is the most effective strategy you use to generate leads offline and online?
• How have you been able to build multiple successful businesses with four kids? What would you tell other
entrepreneurial mothers trying to build a successful business?
• What do you wish you had known when you started out?
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Jen Coffel is someone who will
leave a lasting impression on your
audience. She is inspiring, very
relatable, and comes packed with
value that our members absolutely
loved. Highly recommend.
– Lisa, Co-Opvertising
Network Consultant

